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vsoithy of remark which have occurred to aftect the fortunes
of his patron , 1101 ha\e we e\cr heaid even a doubt suggested
regarding the accurate, much less the honest, fulfilment of
this dutj bj the bard
The manners of the bardic tribe are very similar to those oi
their Rajpoot clients , their dress is nearly the same, but the
bard seldom appears without the * Kutar' or dagger, a repre-
sentation of which is scrawled beside his signature, and often
rudelj engra\ed upon his monumental stone, in evidence of
his death in the sacred duty of Traga The heraldic occupation
is hereditarv, and as the bard goes forth on his annual circuits,
attended not onlj bj his servants and retinue (the females only
being left at home), but also by his sons, the latter have
numerous opportunities of becoming acquainted with the
histors of their patrons, and of learning, beside the funeral
monuments of the race, all that traditionary lore which forms
their ancestral wealth
Of the poetic \ alue of the bardic chronicles we have in some
degree enabled our leader to form his o\vn estimate Perhaps
it maj be thought of them (as Johnson thought of the so-called
Poems of Ossian), that ' nothing is more easy than to write
' enough m that stjle if once jou begin ' Where poets form
an hereditary7 profession, the character of the poetry can
hardlj be secure from this criticism Their exaggerations are
awkwardly great, and all their little fishes are apt to speak*
like great whales,1 their descriptions and their similes have so
little -variety that they might almost be stereotyped Still it
must, we think, be admitted that there is often m the bardic
sketches much of spir t, and of effective, luwevei rude, colour
and drawing Their historical \alue may be accurately
measured by a rule with which the biographer of the Queens
of England furnishes us * No one,' says Miss Strickland,4 who
' studies history, ought to despise tradition, for we shall find
*	that tradition is, on the whole, accurate as to fact, but wholly
4 defective and regardless of chronology '  The bardic accounts,
where they are written, and are intelligible without oral exeplana-
1 This was the criticism applied by Goldsmith to Johnson himself
 *	If he were to write a fable of little fishes, he would m&ke them speak
 *	like great whales.'

